Basic Gobi short trip
Day 1: In the morning, catch your flight for the Gobi, this
arid semi-desert land with sparse vegetation, where
gazelles roam and eagles in the sky. Upon arrival, you’ll be
met by Boojum driver/vehicle. Drive south towards the
Yolyn Am canyon. Famed for its rich bird habitat, originally
established as a bird preserve. Explore the area on foot.
Drive to ger camp which is located near by the Flaming
Cliffs. Overnight in gers.
Day 2: Continue your Gobi exploration with Bayan Zag.
Renowned as “The Flaming Cliffs” by American explorers
for its dramatic shapes and colors (especially at sunset).
Presenting the first dinosaur eggs ever to be found in the
history of world paleontology, It is still offers numerous
fossils yet to be found. Packed lunch at the site. Return via
Moltsog Els (sand dunes), visit to camel breeders camp.
Overnight in gers.
Day 3: Fly back to Ulaanbaatar /UB/.

Two humped camels: Its population of two million exists mainly in the domesticated form. Mongolia is
home to 2/3 of the two-humped Bactrian camels in the world. Camels are well adapted Gobi’s arid harsh
climate where temperatures fluctuate between +48C to – 35C. Vegetation is sparse and water is scarce;
the Gobi genuinely challenges survival of both domestic and wild Bactrian Camels. Camel, therefore, can
drink 135 liters of water easily and live without water up to a month. Nowadays, Mongolian nomads still
use camels as a pack animal for their seasonal migration. In rural Mongolia, especially in arid places,
camel milk is a local delicacy.
What’s Included: Meals (lunch on the first day through breakfast on the last day), English speaking
guide, ger accommodations, vehicle/driver and park/entry fees.
What’s Not Included: Roundtrip international airfare to/from UB, hotel in UB, airport taxes, evacuation
coverage, gratuities, excess baggage fees and items of personal nature.
Note: It is private tour and will serve only for your group. No other travelers will join in your group. It
can be added after your trip as an extension. Please contact us for price, we’re flexible.
Driving hours and distance in the countryside will vary depending on road and weather conditions.
Often time roads are very dusty, bumpy and very challenging.

